The solar energetic particle (SEP) radiation environment is an important consideration for spacecraft design, spacecraft mission planning and human spaceflight. Herein is presented an investigation into the likely severity of effects of a very large Solar Particle Event (SPE) on technology and humans in space. Fluences for SPEs derived using statistical models are compared to historical SPEs to verify their appropriateness for use in the analysis which follows. By combining environment tools with tools to model effects behind varying layers of spacecraft shielding it is possible to predict what impact a large SPE would be likely to have on a spacecraft in Near-Earth interplanetary space or geostationary Earth orbit. Also presented is a comparison of results generated using the traditional method of inputting the environment spectra, determined using a statistical model, into effects tools and a new method developed as part of the ESA SEPEM Project allowing for the creation of an effect time series on which statistics, previously applied to the flux data, can be run directly. The SPE environment spectra is determined and presented as energy integrated proton fluence (cm À2 ) as a function of particle energy (in MeV). This is input into the SHIELDOSE-2, MULASSIS, NIEL, GRAS and SEU effects tools to provide the output results. In the case of the new method for analysis, the flux time series is fed directly into the MULASSIS and GEMAT tools integrated into the SEPEM system. The output effect quantities include total ionising dose (in rads), non-ionising energy loss (MeV g À1 ), single event upsets (upsets/bit) and the dose in humans compared to established limits for stochastic (or cancer-causing) effects and tissue reactions (such as acute radiation sickness) in humans given in grey-equivalent and sieverts respectively.
Introduction
In the design process for spacecraft and missions the space radiation environment is an important factor. Components must be sufficiently protected, either by design or shielding, to withstand the harshness of this environment. There are three sources of particle radiation to consider for the majority of space missions:
1. The Earth's trapped radiation belts which are timedependent with driving inputs depending on the conditions in near-Earth interplanetary space; 2. The galactic cosmic ray (GCR) background which slowly varies over the solar cycle anti-correlated with solar activity as the increased influence of the heliospheric magnetic field results in greater particle attenuation at solar maximum (the impact is greater for low energy radiation); 3. The solar energetic particle (SEP) population which is sporadic depending on solar events such as shocks driven by fast and wide coronal mass ejections (CMEs) with a greater frequency of solar particle events (SPEs) seen during solar maximum as opposed to solar minimum.
In this study the focus is placed on the last of these sources which is dominant over short timescales (in the MeV to GeV energy range) when extreme SPEs occur for all but low altitude, low latitude Earth-orbiting spacecraft. The case study applied is for a 9-month manned mission to EML-2 (the Earth-Moon Lagrange point) in near-Earth interplanetary space but the environments derived based on confidence levels are also extrapolated to their likely rate of occurrence.
There are different guidelines for how to determine a worstcase SPE spectrum. In work by King (1974) the SPE of August 1972 was found to be anomalously large in comparison with the other events of solar cycle 20 dominating the cumulative SEP contribution for that cycle. This is probably the largest SPE of the space age for energies relevant to spacecraft components. An earlier event in February 1956 observed by neutron monitors (see Dorman et al. 2004 ) is thought to have had an extremely hard spectrum making it more significant for effects resulting from incident particles of higher energies (>500 MeV). These two SPEs formed the basis for the worstcase events produced for the CREME-86 model (Adams 1986) . However, it is difficult to derive (in the case of February 1956) or validate (in the case of August 1972) the fluxes for these SPEs. The typical worst-case event used in CREME-96 (Tylka et al. 1997 ) is that of October 1989 which is the largest SPE of the past 40 years in the 5 MeV-100 MeV energy range. These examples highlight a problem; that an SPE which provides the worst-case short-term environment for one spacecraft component may not provide the worst case short-term environment for another component with different characteristics and shielding geometry. Xapsos et al. (1999) defined a ''worst-case'' SPE to be applied for any given mission depending on the mission duration and a user-defined confidence level based on Poisson statistics and a truncated power law fit to the event fluences. The worst-case fluences are energy-dependent and the methodology has been reproduced for software such as SPENVIS. The confidence level specifies the probability required that this event fluence shall not be exceeded meaning that it is not the absolute worst-case but a value with a (usually) small risk of being exceeded. However, the distribution used by Xapsos et al. also predicts an absolute worst-case labelled as the ''design limit'' which the authors state there is zero-risk of being exceeded for a specified energy. The existence and value of such a limit is highly contentious due to the lack of data for very large fluence SPEs; other distributions applied to SPE fluences do not define such a limit. A method for calculating a ''worst-case'' event fluence for a given mission length and confidence level was also reported by Jiggens et al. (2012) following the Virtual Timelines methodology combining a Lévy distribution fit to the event waiting times (see Jiggens & Gabriel 2009 ) and a power law with exponential cut-off fit to the SPE fluences first applied by Nymmik (2007) . Here, no absolute worst-case is predicted. In terms of probabilistic models the meaning of ''worst-case'' is usually ''a value which one can be X% certain will not be exceeded by any single event over the mission'' but for the sake of brevity the term ''X% worst-case'' is often used. Note that such methods can be applied to SPE integrated flux (fluence) and peak flux.
Although any output spectrum calculated using probabilistic models is, in reality, a combination of possible worst-case events, these methods provide a more coherent statistical approach than taking a single historical example event as the worst-case. In Section 2 a comparison is made between SPE spectra derived from statistical modelling and observed historical events. The statistical events' spectra are later used for the determination of effects.
In the standard methodology once a spectrum has been determined it can then be used as input into an effects tool depending on the effect in which the spacecraft or mission designer is interested. In this work the following outputs are derived:
1. Total Ionising Dose (TID) which is an important parameter for electronic component and material degradation over the duration of a mission; 2. Non-Ionising Energy Loss (NIEL) which is a parameter to describe damage to target lattice structures resulting in material degradation or damage to optics; 3. Single Event Upsets (SEUs) resulting in lost data, required instrument hard reset or in extreme cases the loss of an instrument; 4. Stochastic effects in humans which can significantly increase the likelihood of an astronaut developing late pathologies (e.g., cancer); 5. Tissue reactions (formerly referred to as as deterministic effects) in humans which can cause short-term effects such as cataracts and acute radiation sickness.
Also introduced is a new method (available on the SEPEM system) for deriving these quantities by first fixing the shielding geometry and then using the effects tools to produce a time series -not of incident particle flux but rather of TID, NIEL, etc. -before applying the statistical tools. This allows focus to be placed on the time periods important for the specific effect for humans or specific components and eliminates the need for multiple statistical model runs for different particle energies and the possible exaggeration of the worst-case through a combination of these outputs.
Large SPEs
During the space age there have been several large SPEs greatly enhancing the particle radiation environment by orders of magnitude thereby resulting in particle radiation-related effects. The causes of many of these SPEs have been studied in the literature with CMEs and associated shocks being identified as the main driver for these enhancements under the current paradigm (see . The CME shock characteristics which differentiate between major and minor SPEs are described variously in the literature as the width, speed (Kahler 2001) , solar origin relative to the Earth (Lario et al. 2006 ) and interaction with other CMEs (Gopalswamy et al. 2004 ) and shall not be discussed further in this work. The focus herein is in the resulting SPE spectra and the possibility of more severe events than have been measured to date. First, statistical model outputs are compared to the recorded event spectra in order to justify the use of higher confidence level outputs from these models as examples of possible ''extreme'' SPEs.
August 1972
The SPE of August 1972 is often cited as a prototypical worstcase SPE which could result in severe health risks to astronauts on EVA or even death. It occurred between the NASA Apollo 16 and Apollo 17 lunar missions. Figure 1 shows the flux-time profiles taken from the IMP-5 spacecraft in four integral energy channels. Some processing has been performed to remove spikes and interpolate data gaps.
There are several flux enhancements over this period consistent with the traversing of a large active region across the solar disk. There appear to be inconsistencies in the data as there are drops in lower energy particles coincident with increases in higher energy particles on the 4th August and an enhancement on the 5th August after the first peak which is possibly a data error which could not be easily corrected for. Considering that the channels in the plot are integral in energy, the data indicate that the differential proton flux in the 10-30 MeV range dropped below that in the 30-60 MeV range for a period of 3 h. Although such an inversion does occur for short time periods at the onset of very well-connected events, the timing and duration of this inversion seems highly improbable.
In either case, it appears likely that there are data caveats which have not been accounted for such as pulse pile-up whereby the time integration of the instrument is too high allowing for multiple particles to contribute to the energy deposited in the detector such that multiple lower energy particles are read as a single higher energy particle, an effect which in some later instruments would be mitigated. It is challenging to determine all of the data caveats present and other data with which to perform a comparison are not available. The fluences from this time series are recorded in Table 1 . Note that the fluence values for the >10 MeV and >30 MeV protons are 78% and 68% higher than those of 1.1 · 10 10 and 5.0 · 10 9 cm 2 reported by . The values given here for >10 MeV, >30 MeV and >60 MeV are in good agreement with those published by King (1974) . Wu et al. (2009) demonstrate that were an extended EVA taking place during an SPE similar to that of August 1972 then the current 30-day exposure limit of 0.25 Gy-Eq for the bloodforming organs recommended by the latest NASA Standard Technical Standard NASA- STD-3001 (2007) and agreed upon by consensus of all ISS space agencies (NASA, Roskosmos, ESA, JAXA, CSA) (Straube et al. 2010 ) would be exceeded. Kim et al. (2006) demonstrate that the increase in cancer risk during lifetime arising from such an event were the astronauts not behind shielding of >2 g cm À2 would exceed the recommended 3% level for astronauts of 25 years in age. This would clearly constitute a significant increase in risk for all astronauts given a low level of shielding and an unacceptable risk if they were on prolonged EVA.
October 1989
The very large SPE that occurred in October 1989 is the largest event which has been well recorded by various space-based sensors such as the Cosmic Ray Nuclear Composition (CRNC) instrument from the universities of Chicago and New Hampshire, the Charged Particle Measurements Experiment (CPME) and the Goddard Medium Energy (GME) instrument on IMP-8, and the Space Environment Monitor (SEM) on NOAA's GOES-7 spacecraft.
Processed differential proton flux time series data for the October 1989 SPE are shown in Figure 2 . In the >30 MeV energy range it is estimated by Wu et al. (2009) ). However, from the data shown in Table 1 , the August 1972 fluence is higher and the October 1989 SPE fluence lower than the fluences given Wu et al. (2009) resulting in a factor 3 difference. The disagreement in the October 1989 fluences can be explained by the cross-calibration of the GOES/SEM data with the IMP-8 GME data that has been performed (see the SEPEM help pages for details). Of course no such cross-calibration was possible for the August 1972 SPE. It should be noted that the SPE of September 1989 originating from a CME produced by the same active region on the previous solar rotation had a harder spectrum than the event of October 1989 and would therefore have been of greater concern for spacecraft with higher shielding levels.
October-November 2003
In October-November 2003 the near-Earth environment was impacted by an SPE known as ''The Halloween event''. This was, by many measures, the largest SPE of solar cycle 23 with proton flux levels over 10 5 times that of the background level in the~10 MeV range and increased levels seen for approximately 2 weeks before returning to the background level. The differential proton fluxes as seen by the SEM instrument on the GOES-11 spacecraft (calibrated using the IMP-8/GME data) are shown in Figure 3 for energies between 5 and 200 MeV. This SPE also provides a visual illustration of the radiation impacts on spacecraft instruments through use of the SOHO/ LASCO (C3) coronagraph. The LASCO instrument has been observing the solar corona and recording CMEs since its launch in December 1995. The largest solar proton enhancement occurred on the 28th October following an X17.2 class flare. The SOHO/LASCO 149 CME Catalogue notes that LASCO and EIT (EUV imager on-board SOHO) observed a CME on 2003/10/28 which was first observed in C2 (medium-angle coronagraph) at 10:54 UT. It had developed into a full halo CME in C2 by 11:30 UT and appears in C3 (wide-angle coronagraph) images by 11:42. The CME had a speed of 2500 km s À1 , the active region was close to the centre of the solar disk. Figure 4 shows the emergence of the CME as observed by LASCO C3 from 11:42 UT to 12:42 UT. In the last image a large amount of ''snow'' is seen on the detector 20−Oct 00:00:00 26−Oct 00:00:00 01−Nov 00:00:00 07−Nov 00:00:00 obscuring the image, this is caused by particle radiation hits resulting from the increase in the high energy protons shown in Figure 3 . This event is studied in detail by Mewaldt et al. (2005) .
July 2012 (STEREO-A)
On 23rd July 2012 the SECCHI instrument on-board the STE-REO-A spacecraft imaged an extremely fast CME which appeared as a halo CME from the spacecraft's vantage point indicating that the spacecraft would feel the full impact of the particle radiation storm. Two images separated by 1 h show the evolution of this CME from the STEREO-A perspective (Fig. 5 ). The NASA Goddard Space Weather Research Center reports that there was an increase of over five orders of magnitude in protons in the 13-100 MeV range at the CME arrival observed by the High Energy Telescope (HET) in the IMPACT suite on-board STEREO-A and that considering its arrival time, the initial speed of CME could be as high as 3400 km s
À1
. The HET proton fluxes are shown in Figure 6 . The movie available on the Naval Research Laboratory website shows levels of ''snow'' resulting from the increase in high energy protons. The blinding of the detector is similar, if not more severe, than the blinding of the LASCO instrument onboard by the Halloween SPE shown in Figure 4 .
As a result of the CME speed and direction, it was thought that this SPE could be of similar magnitude to the famous Carrington event of 1859. In order to compare the data from this event to data from the October 1989 event the flux for each time step in Figure 6 has been re-binned into the energies evenly separated on a logarithmic scale as was done on the SEPEM system by assuming a power law fit to flux as a function of energy between the two nearest energy bins for each of the target channels. Figure 7 shows the result of this method applied to the total event fluence to illustrate the procedure. Figure 8 shows the proton fluxes for the first 3 days of the October 1989 SPE on the left-hand side and the interpolated fluxes on the right-hand pane for the first 3 days of the July 2012 SPE observed by STEREO-A for the six energy channels that lie within the IMPACT/HET energy range. The temporal and flux scales are identical. These two events appear similar albeit there are small differences in the onset and peak values with the July 2012 SPE having a more rapid onset and higher peak flux values and a sharper decay. This may indicate that the July 2012 SPE was better connected to the observer than the October 1989 even though both originated from central solar events. As the July 2012 SPE was not followed by further CME-driven shocks the overall fluence for the event was less than that for the SPEs of both October 1989 and October 2003 for the energies over which the fluxes were measured by the IMPACT instrument.
The Carrington event
The so-called ''Carrington event'' was a solar flare observed by the British astronomer Richard Carrington on 1st Septmeber 1859 (Carrington 1860) . The DST (Disturbance storm time index), a measure of the change in the Earth's magnetic field at the Earth's equator averaged over 1 h, is estimated to have dropped to À850 nT ) -well in excess of the deviation resulting from the magnetic storm of March 1989 which caused widespread blackouts in Quebec for approximately 6 h. In 1859, auroras were seen as far south as Florida in the United States .
The associated CME is believed to have had a very fast transit time of 17.5 h before its arrival at the Earth. Work by McCracken et al. (2001) deduced estimates for the >30 MeV proton fluence for the resulting SPE by relation to the nitrate levels found in ice cores. Later, Smart et al. (2006) presented a possible proton intensity-time profile for the SPE. However, this work has recently been questioned by Wolff et al. (2012) who conclude that, although there would undoubtedly have been some nitrate deposition as a result of generation in the stratosphere, the signature of the 1859 SPE did not leave an observable imprint in nitrate in ice. The authors report that it is overwhelmingly likely that the nitrate deposition found in the Greenland ice core resulted from a biomass burning plume. This is not to say that there was not an extreme SPE associated with the Carrington Flare but that it may not be possible to determine its magnitude. In the absence of data for any such extreme SPEs, herein the value reported by McCracken et al. is used in conjunction with the spectral shape of the March 1991 SPE as reported by Townsend et al. (2003) to compare it to model outputs. Townsend et al. also produced a spectrum based on the September 1989 SPE but this was more of a Western event than a central meridian event so it was decided to use the spectral shape from March 1991. It is interesting to note that the authors projected the dose in Si for the SPE behind various thicknesses of Al shielding and found values which exceed the 100% limits proposed by Xapsos et al. (2000) . (Townsend et al. 2003) . The data for the historical SPEs do not include data ingested into the SEPEM model as the purpose here is not to validate the modelling methodology but simply to allow comparison. For the August 1972 SPE the raw IMP-5 data (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) were used, for the July 2012 SPE the STEREO-A/HET data (illustrated in Fig. 6 ) were used while the October 2003 SPE is shown using spectral fits provided by Mewaldt et al. (2005) , this last event is included in the SEPEM database but the source data and processing are different.
The objectives of this study are the assessment of radiation effects from SPEs on a nominal manned mission of 9 months duration at solar maximum and the possible radiation impacts of a worst-case extreme SPE. SPE spectra were estimated using models presented by Jiggens et al. (2012) and implemented in the SEPEM framework. A spectrum was produced corresponding to a 95% confidence level (95% confidence of not being exceeded by any SPE at any energy) for a 9-month mission at solar maximum along with a more extreme event using a 99% confidence level. In addition, to produce a worst-case event the model was run for a mission duration of 7 years, considered to be the average duration of a solar maximum period, with a 99.9% confidence level with the resulting curve in Figure 9 labelled ''SEPEM Extreme SPE''. This spectrum was below the estimation for the Carrington event presented by Townsend et al. (2003) and was therefore multiplied by two to produce a further curve labelled ''SEPEM Extreme SPE (·2)'' which more closely matched that estimation. From Figure 9 it can be seen that the spectra of the SEPEM 95% confidence level SPE for a mission of 9 months closely agrees with that of the large October 2003 SPE, the largest SPE of the past 20 years in the 10s of MeV energy range. In order to estimate the probability of this modelled SPE occurring in a 20-year period a statistical extrapolation can be performed assuming that the duration of a solar cycle is 11 years with 4 quiet years producing negligible probability of a severe SPE compared to the 7 active years:
Probability of exceeding ¼ 1 À probability of not exceeding This indicates that there is a 58% probability that at least one SPE will exceed this fluence boundary at any given energy. Although there remains a 42% chance that no such SPE will occur there is also a non-negligible chance that more than one SPE might exceed the given fluence. Although any assessment of the mean rate of occurrence will not be exact due to the uncertainties connected to variations in solar cycle activity and duration, if extreme events are considered to follow a Poisson distribution the mean event occurrence corresponding to a 42% chance of no sufficiently large event occurring is 0.87 events for a given time period. As this is of the order of unity, this modelled curve can be taken to be approximately a 1-in-20-year SPE. Similarly, the result for a 99% confidence level SPE, appropriate for the July 2012 STEREO-A event for energies between 100-200 MeV, for a mission of 9 months can be extrapolated to a 100-year probability giving a similar result: The labels of ''20-year Event'' and ''100-year Event'' are used in following sections wherein the determination of the likely effects of very large and extreme SPEs are calculated as they are more concise and their meaning is more easily understandable by a broader audience. Based on current statistics the ''SEPEM Extreme SPE'' is likely to occur approximately once in 10,000 years and the probability of the SEPEM Extreme SPE (·2) event based on the present dataset is negligibly small. However, the limitation in terms of time-span of the dataset (only four solar cycles) means that the part of the distribution corresponding to such a low likelihood of being exceeded is very poorly resolved (see Rosenqvist and Hilgers 2003) and therefore hereafter they are labelled simply as ''SEPEM Worst-Case'' and ''Carrington Estimate'' respectively. The statistical modelling resulting in the fluences given in Figure 9 has been done separately for 10 energy channels in the 5-200 MeV range (with two power law extrapolations beyond that range) and although clearly there is a correlation in fluxes at different energies during SPEs the spectra do vary significantly in different events. For this reason, in the following three sections the spectra are input into the effects tools in the standard way (after the statistical analysis) but also events are modelled statistically based on a derived effects time series using the SEPEM system whereby the energies are combined to determine the effect point-by-point in time prior to the statistical analysis. This second method is designed to avoid issues of possible overestimation (conservatism) through the multiplication of confidence levels. Fig. 9 . Fluence Spectra of four events produced using the SEPEM statistical model compared to some well-known large SPEs from the space age and the estimate of the Carrington event spectra based on nitrate data from ice cores and the spectral shape of the 23rd March 1991 SPE published by Townsend et al. (2003) .
Total ionising dose effects
The four SPE spectra produced by the environment model as described in Section 2.6 were input into a variety of effects tools to determine how damaging events of these sizes would be. The first of these was an estimation of the TID behind a layer of aluminium shielding of various thicknesses. TID is a measure of cumulative long-term ionising radiation damage which can induce a degradation of electrical and functional properties and can lead to the permanent failure of an electronic component.
The traditional method for determining TID is to input the spectra into an effects tool. In this case SHIELDOSE-2 (Seltzer 1994) was used to produce the solid lines in Figure 10 for TID as a result of each simulated SEP environment for shielding thicknesses from 0 to 20 mm (aluminium). This is labelled the SPENVIS method (as it is the way in which this tool is presently implemented in SPENVIS). In addition, using SEPEM, MULASSIS (Lei et al. 2002) was run point-by-point on the instantaneous spectra combining 10 energy channels of flux time series data for 7 aluminium slab shielding thicknesses. The result of this was a response function giving a dose for each point in time, i.e., a new time series with ionising dose deposited in the component per time step rather than particle flux. The statistics are then run directly on the TID time series by defining dose distributions and event thresholds (in Rads) in the same way that one would usually do in order to create a particle fluence model based on the flux time series. The advantage of this method is that the focus is placed on the points which are significant for the specific effect and component/shielding configuration.
As shown in Figure 10 and tabulated in Table 2 , the results from the SEPEM-MULASSIS method compare well to those from the SPENVIS method. Minor differences at higher shielding thicknesses may result from the exclusion in SEPEM of protons with energies greater than 200 MeV. Although the energy required to penetrate this thickness for a normally incident proton is only 70 MeV and fluxes drop by an order of magnitude between 70 and 200 MeV for an average SPE, the penetration energy for obliquely incident particles would be significantly higher. The larger differences seen especially in the 20-year event may result from the summation of 95% confidence runs for a 9-month time period at different energies which will tend to overpredict the true 95% SPE fluence spectra. The doses resulting from any of these SPEs would not be particularly challenging for space electronic components behind a typical spacecraft shielding but behind very thin shielding could provide a significant contribution to the mission TID.
Displacement damage effects
NIEL describes the rate of energy loss due to atomic displacements and photon emission as particles traverse a material, often known as material degradation or bulk damage. NIEL effects are important for semiconductor electronic components, solar arrays, but also for imaging devices, such as CCDs and CMOS active pixel sensors, which show dark current spikes due to displacement damage. As for the TID analysis two modelling methods were compared for the NIEL analysis for the large/extreme SPEs shown in Figure 9 . The standard method gives the displacement damage energy deposition per unit mass of material which is obtained directly from the convolution of transmitted particle fluence with NIEL coefficients (once again this is labelled the ''SPENVIS method''). The alternative approach was to run the statistical models directly on the NIEL time series resulting from the MULASSIS response function produced in the SEPEM system. The NIEL curves used in both cases were those presented by Jun et al. (2003) .
The results of the two methods compare very well as shown in the Figure 11 . Tabulated outputs are given in Table 3 . More significant differences are seen for the smaller SPEs at lower shielding thicknesses. The reason for this deviation may be due to the summation of confidences in the SPENVIS method where the results for 10 separate energy channels at (in the example of the 1-in-20-year event) a 95% confidence level are combined which may overestimate the true 95% confidence level which should be calculated through a single statistical analysis as is done for the SEPEM method. This could account for an overestimation of the 95% worst-case for NIEL for the SPENVIS method. All other results are within, or very nearly within, the error bars shown. These error bars represent the variance in the statistics for the MULASSIS/ NIEL tool on the SPENVIS method results.
These results show that significant degradation in the performances can be caused by displacement damage induced by a single harsh SPE.
Single event effects (SEEs)
Electronic components can be susceptible to single event effects (SEEs), where a single proton or heavy ion deposits sufficient Table 3 . Non-ionising energy loss (NIEL) values calculated using SPENVIS tools and the SEPEM system for the four SPEs shown in Figure 9 in units of (MeV cm 2 g À1 ).
Al ( Using the device proton cross-section and Bendel function for the relation between interaction cross-section and proton Linear Energy Transfer (LET) (Stapor et al. 1990 ) for the Cypress 93L422AM 256 · 4-bit fully decoded random access memory (Petersen 1998) , Figure 12 below compares the expected number of SEUs per bit over the event as a function of spherical shell shielding thickness for the SEPEM generated statistical SEU models (dashed) with those produced directly from the event fluence model (solid). Both methods use the MULASSIS tool to determine the flux behind the various layers of shielding combined with a Bendel function fit to experimental data from the example component to map the proton energy to the SEU cross section, in other words the upset rate as a function of energy. To avoid gross discrepancies only protons were used with energies up to 200 MeV.
The results are very different with the SEPEM output being far higher than the direct method. It is believed that this is due to the method of generating the response function to calculate the SEU rate time series. For this a spectral form for each bin is needed and with no knowledge of this a priori it is taken to be approximately flat. As a result the output SEU cross-section for the bin might be too high resulting in a higher SEU rate. This may be especially important for low shielding thicknesses where the majority of SEU-causing flux would come from the low energy particles where the spectrum is softer. The result of a greater proportion of particles in the lower energy bins being assumed to be of sufficient energy to penetrate has a huge impact on the total SEUs per bit.
In order to resolve this it should be possible to fit smooth spectra to the fluxes. However, such spectral forms cannot be assumed for each 5-min interval but only over the course of whole SPEs. In effect, this is the analysis which has been performed using the direct method and in the future a composite method to define events using a coarse estimation of SEU rate and a refined number of SEUs per bit calculated using a spectral fit to the fluence over the SPE will be implemented. The divergence of the curves in Figure 12 at lower shielding thicknesses maybe due to the definition of the worst-case event (correctly) including consideration of the shielding configuration by the SEPEM method which is ignored in the direct method.
Protons deposit insufficient charge per unit length to cause SEUs directly by ionisation and the primary method for protons to cause SEUs in components is through secondary particles resulting from nuclear interaction which have higher stopping power and greater potential for causing SEUs. Even then, the energy deposited by a single proton stopping in the target conductor is only capable of causing a SEU in a soft component (LET <15 MeV cm À2 mg
À1
). Clearly, the model only including the contribution of solar protons up to 200 MeV underestimates the SEU rate where a disproportionate contribution comes from heavier ions capable of causing SEUs through direct ionisation. These heavy ions come from both solar events and from sources outside the solar system (GCRs). The best example of the inclusion of solar heavy ions in a statistical model to date is that from Xapsos et al. (2007) while widely used GCR models include those from Badhwar & O'Neill (Badhwar & O'Neill 1996; O'Neill 2006 O'Neill , 2010 and from Nymmik et al. (1996 ), Nymmik (1996 and the present ISO standard (15390, 2004) .
Work is progressing to extend the SEPEM system database with processed data of solar heavy ions. In the meantime it is worth considering that for a similar component and shielding of 3.7 mm the PSYCHIC model (Xapsos et al 2007) (as implemented on the SPENVIS system) produces a protoninduced upset rate of 2.85 upsets per bit for a 7-year mission at a 90% confidence level. With the inclusion of the >200 MeV protons almost half of these upsets could be single in a single Carrington-class SPE or a quarter in a SEPEM worst-case event.
Inclusion of solar heavy ions increases the SEU rate by over four orders of magnitude.
Effects on humans in space
Effects of radiation on humans in space are divided into stochastic (e.g., cancer-inducing) effects where probability is a function of dose and tissue reactions (e.g., eye cataracts) which will ''definitely'' occur beyond a threshold dose. The predicted contributions the four different SPEs would have relative to present career limits put in place to limit stochastic (cancer-causing) effects are shown in Figure 13 . The contributions relative to 30-day and annual limits put in place to avoid tissue reactions in the blood-forming organs (BFOs) are shown in Figure 14 . The doses were calculated using the 3-D GEANT-4 code for space application: GRAS (Santin et al. 2005 ).
Stochastic effects
The stochastic effect quantity -the Effective Dose Equivalent, H E -is calculated using the absorbed dose in each organ or tissue, T, weighted by a specific mean quality factor, Q T , as defined by the ICRP report of 2013 (Dietze et al. 2013 ):
where D T is the total absorbed dose in the tissue or organ, T, D(L) is the distribution of dose as a function of unrestricted Linear Energy Transfer (LET), L, m T is the tissue total mass and Q(L) is the quality factor as a function of LET allowing for the inclusion of the relative biological effectiveness of high-LET compared to low-LET radiation. This mean quality factor for a given organ or tissue is then combined with the mean absorbed dose in each tissue or organ, D T , and the tissue weighting factor to give the effective dose equivalent:
where the tissue weighting factor, w T , represents the contribution of one organ or tissue to the overall radiation detriment from stochastic effects. The units of Effective Dose Equivalent are milli-sieverts (mSv). The foremost concern for stochastic effects is the formation of cancer. As this is a random process and likelihood varies considerably depending on the individual, the limits are calculated based upon a 95% confidence that there is no more than a 3% chance of death in the person's lifetime resulting from the radiation encountered while in space -otherwise known as risk of exposure-induced death (REID). Figure 13 shows the Effective Dose Equivalent values in mSv resulting from each of the four modelled SPE proton energy spectra as a function of spacecraft shielding. The ESA career limit is presently 1 sievert (Sv) of dose (Straube et al. 2010) as shown in Figure 13 . However, there is a large uncertainty in the REID which is used to set this limit, and so a 95% confidence interval (CI) is also plotted to represent the interval in which one can be 95% certain that the 3% REID lies. This uncertainty does not come from the environment or shielding propagation tools, but from the biological effectiveness of the radiation, encapsulated in the simple quality factor Q(L) and tissue weights w t . The value of 2.16 used to approximate, to first order, the width of the interval is taken from the combined ''fold uncertainty'' given in Table 6 .5b in the 2012 NASA report on ''Space Radiation Cancer Risk Projections and Uncertainties'' referring to the uncertainty in radiobiological effects on a 40-year-old female astronaut during an SPE similar to that of August 1972 behind shielding of 10 g cm
À2
. For a female astronaut of 45 years the NCRP recommended limit is 0.9 Sv and 0.6 Sv for 35 years (see Cucinotta et al. 2013, Table 3 .1) which is different from the 1 Sv ESA limit. Additionally, the NASA model calculates dose differently than has been done here, further limiting the relevance of NASA-derived uncertainty estimates to the dose results presented above. However, in the absence of a better uncertainty determination, and considering the similarity of both methods and dose values and limits, as well as the highly relevant (arguably dominant) character of REID uncertainties, the inclusion of an approximate CI for REID based on the same factor as the NASA report was deemed reasonable. It is illustrated in Figure 13 as a zone extending above and below the career limit by the same factor, forming a symmetrical, approximate interval.
It appears that even the largest SPE can be relatively easily shielded against although a ''SEPEM Worst-Case'' or ''Carrington'' event would contribute a significant dose behind an average 5 cm Al shielding especially considering the uncertainty in the REID, and hence approximate CI around the 1 Sv career dose limit. If experienced on EVA any of these events could result in a significant REID given the uncertainties. Therefore the optimisation of shielding configuration and the need for an adequate warning system to reduce the possibility of astronauts receiving in excess of the recommended dose limit are both very important. If these are carefully considered in the mission planning then the main concern for stochastic effects will come from the low, slowly fluctuating mean flux of high energy GCR particles which are very difficult to shield against. The risk posed by GCRs can be reduced by launching manned missions to fly during solar maximum when these fluxes are reduced due to the increased attenuation in the heliosphere (see Chavy-Macdonald et al. 2013 ).
Tissue reactions
The TID quantities for tissue reactions have been calculated by weighting the dose deposited in each organ or tissue with the appropriate Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) coefficient:
where the dose deposited in the tissue or organ, T, by radiation of type R is given by D T,R , The Relative Biological Effectiveness radiation of type R is given by RBE R and G T represents the total dose in organ or tissue of type T given in units of grey-equivalent. The RBE values applied for protons and heavy ions including helium are 1.5 and 2.5, respectively while values applied for neutrons are 3.5 (5-50 MeV) and 6.0 (1-5 MeV). These values are taken from the most recent ICRP report (Dietze et al. 2013 ).
In Figure 14 the doses deposited in the human bloodforming organs (BFOs) in units of grey-equivalent (Gy-Eq) for the four spectra are given along with the 30-day and 1-year limits (of 0.25 and 0.5 respectively) adopted by ESA. It is reported by Wu et al. (2009) that for an extended EVA the recommended 30-day exposure limit would be easily exceeded by an event such as that of August 1972 and that with conventional amounts of spacecraft shielding the early effects of acute radiation sickness (ARS) might not be avoided. The authors state that possible effects that might occur impacting mission success include nausea, vomiting, anorexia, fatigue, skin erythema and epilation and depletion of blood-forming organs. In an extreme case death of an astronaut may be a possibility. It is not thought that an SPE the size of August 1972 would cause death to astronauts behind spacecraft shielding but on EVA the possibility is not excluded and less severe (although still possibly mission-endangering) effects are thought probable. If a Carrington-sized event were an order of magnitude more intense than the August 1972 event then this would have been significantly more damaging in the absence of a storm shelter. Figure 14 shows that for shielding of~1 cm Al equivalent the ESA annual limit would be exceeded by the SEPEM WorstCase event and that the ESA 30-day limit would be exceeded by the 100-year SPE and almost by the 20-year event. That the amount of shielding provided by the weakest region of an EVA suit is 15 times lower than this Al equivalent (see Wilson et al. 2006) highlights the importance of effective SPE warning for astronauts on EVA to retreat in the spacecraft. Having said this, previous analysis (see Chavy-Macdonald et al., 2013) has shown that inside the Columbus module on-board the International Space Station (ISS) the average shielding is~30 g cm À2 (or >11 cm Al equivalent) which would be sufficient to stay below the ESA 30-day limit for all but the harshest SPE. However, the majority of this shielding is provided by equipment stored on racks on-board ISS and this number may be closer to~20 g cm À2 (or >7.4 cm Al equivalent) for the space station in general (Durante & Cucinotta 2011) . Once again, this demonstrates that careful distribution of all spacecraft mass is important for future interplanetary manned mission planning.
A missing detail is that these limits are based on the assumption that the dose is evenly distributed over the entirety of a severe SPE which may last up to 30 days. The flux is not delivered evenly over this period and therefore the dose in the first few days is likely to be disproportionately higher in comparison to the limits if they were scaled down to a shorter time period. Detail on the flux profiles of a selection of large SPEs is given by Neal et al. (2008) , this shows that (NASA) limits for deterministic effects are often exceeded within 1-4 days of the SPE onset. Neal et al. also show that the 30-day NASA limit for BFOs (equivalent to the ESA limit) was exceeded by calculated doses in two cases (14 July 2000 and 8 November 2000) in solar cycle 23 even for Al shielding of 3 g cm À2 (or~1.1 cm). It should be noted that the GOES fluxes for this work were calibrated with IMP-8/ GME science quality data and this resulted in reduced flux especially at the higher energies. Given this, the results of Neal et al. seem commensurate with the conclusion that a 1-in-20-year event would come very close to exceeding the 30-day dose limit for a shielding of 1 cm Al. Note that in the work by Neal et al. (2008) the dose limits are scaled for the RBE values in the plots, whereas in this work the dose quantity is scaled using the RBE values and the dose limits are unchanged.
Discussion
In this work, four levels of extreme SPEs have been modelled using the SEPEM system, these have been compared to historical events for verification and the effects of these SPEs on components and humans have been estimated.
One major source of error is in the measurements of SPE fluxes. Instruments have caveats which can cause them to mis-report fluxes and while many of these are known about, the corrections made will themselves have an uncertainty. For older data such as those from August 1972 these errors are larger due to inferior instrumentation and less easy to corroborate due to the sparsity of space measurements at the time. The nearEarth interplanetary particle radiation environment (especially protons) has been well covered by measurements since the mid-1970s for the energy ranges which are critical for spacecraft components given nominal shielding thicknesses.
The characterisation of spectra and time evolution of a Carrington-type event such as attempted by McCracken et al. (2001) , Smart et al. (2006) and Townsend et al. (2003) would greatly assist the definition of a worst-case event but it appears that thus far this result cannot be achieved reliably. The SEPEM worst-case event (Jiggens et al. 2012 ) might be an appropriate estimation of a true worst-case but this assumes that the sample of the past 40 years of data are representative of the total population including reasonable sampling of the upper end of the SPE fluence distribution. For these reasons a worst-case ·2 event has been included as an estimate of a Carrington-sized event. It is of interest to note that recently Cliver & Dietrich (2013) produced an estimate of the Carrington event fluence of 1.1 · 10 10 cm À2 for protons of energy >30 MeV which is identical to the SEPEM Extreme SPE spectra given in Figure 9 . However, the uncertainty in that calculation gives the values anywhere between 10 9 cm 2 and 10 11 cm 2 which adequately highlights the problems faced in determining an absolute worst-case SPE.
The higher energies are not as well characterised due to sparsity of measurements and increased uncertainty in the measurements that do exist. Furthermore, SPEs with significant SEP fluxes at higher energies are rarer and therefore the issue of the dataset length is more pronounced. Tylka & Dietrich (2009) have recently produced spectra for 53 of the 66 GLEs (Ground Level Enhancements) recorded since 1956 and work is ongoing to produce a high energy (200 MeV-1 GeV) statistical model using these events to extend the model spectra. This will provide better models than the power law extrapolation applied herein. However, the limitation of the dataset size across all energies will remain and extrapolations using models are always dependent upon the solar cycles that have been observed being representative of the long-term population across the distribution of SPE total fluences.
It has been demonstrated that reasonable agreement between methods for calculating total ionising dose and nonionising dose can be found by performing the statistics directly on a time series of effects and running effects tools on the statistical model outputs. The latter method is more useful when the details of the shielding and device are not known while the former is more useful when the design is more mature and allows for focussing the model on the time periods for which the effect is important given the component and geometry. Clearly the data available on the SEPEM system need to be extended upwards in energy and to include heavier ions. This extension is particularly important for SEUs and human effects.
Despite the modelling limitations, the results herein (making use of spectral extrapolations where necessary) are still informative of likely effects as a result of extreme SPEs on components and humans in space. While TID effects do not seem to be a concern even for a commercial-grade typical electronic device, the effects of these extreme events might result in a significant performance degradation for unshielded devices (i.e., exposed optics) and in terms of SEU rates and displacement damage, especially at low shielding (i.e., solar cells).
Regarding the human effects, it can be noted that while the ''SEPEM Worst-Case'' and ''Carrington'' events might be very dangerous, the 95% and 99% confidence interval events can be relatively easily shielded. The most important factors are: 1. A warning system for planned EVAs to ensure that astronauts are not exposed to any large SPEs without significant shielding. Even nominal worst-case SPEs (i.e., the 95% case studied) could result in radiation sickness jeopardising the mission or contribute an unacceptable amount of dose towards stochastic limits. Oh et al.
(2012) present a forecasting system for proton radiation intensity based on data from neutron monitors. 2. Sensible distribution of materials useful for shielding.
This would reduce the mass needed for a dedicated storm shelter for major SPEs and should mitigate risks coming from thinly shielded areas for smaller SPEs. A minimum of 10 cm Al equivalent seems to be an appropriate shielding level for a storm shelter to protect from extreme SPEs. It is well known that the use of low-atomic mass and high-hydrogen content materials is highly beneficial in terms of reduction of the spacecraft mass and dose equivalent exposure (Wilson et al. 1999 ).
